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ART
Cover  Women of Words [pastels]  • Gary Kelley
4  Catch Hands [mixed media collage]  • Jeff Rindels
16  Hoop Dream [mixed media collage]  • Jeff Rindels
28  Thaw Which Way [mixed media collage]  • Jeff Rindels
34  Untitled [photography]  • Toa Heftiba
42  Lay down and watch the clouds go by [photography]  • Briscoe Park
50  Debris Overlap [mixed media collage]  • Jeff Rindels
56  Persephone [relief print]  • Miriam Sanders Rakes
64  Visible Mending Details [denim fabric and sashiko thread]  • Angela Waseskuk
66  Sashiko Samplers I & II [cotton fabric and sashiko thread]  • Angela Waseskuk
86  Black Suns I [relief print]  • Magdalena Parfeniuk

FICTION
17  Chase  • Jessica Juhrend
29  Mother’s Happiness  • Massimo Bontempelli
   translated by Marella Feltrin-Morris
35  Tell It to the Judge  • Jonathan Penner
51  The Swans  • David Ryan

NONFICTION
5  Passive Voice  • Kate McGunagle
24  A Quiet Procedure  • Matthew Oglesby
43  Century of the Hoax  • Marcus Spiegel
57  Pomegranate Girls  • Lena Crown
64  In the Valley  • Jessica Hendry Nelson
67  Emerson’s Egypt  • Jennifer Sears
87  Endurance  • Gustav Parker Hibbett

POETRY
13  Run  • John Hodgen
13  Of Dreams and Rust:  • Ivan Hobson
14  The Separation of Vitellus and Clair  • Edward Mayes
15  Stasis: The Bookkeeper  • Christine Hamm
23  industrial complex  • Christian Butterfield
32  Emily As Night  • Darren C. Demaree
32  Emily As We Salvage the Spill  • Darren C. Demaree
32  Sonnet Studies #2  • Sean Cho A.
33  The Special Organ of Breathing and Smelling  • Kathleen Rooney
41  The Bleached Field  • Howard Altmann
41  The children focus on the screen for hours.  • Angie Macri
41  The flood, and the locusts, and the lice, and the frogs, and blood*  • Blair Benjamin
48  Only a Sliver of Love Runs Hot  • Heather Lanier
48  Poem Found in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch  • Grace Li
49  Falling in love  • Natalie Rose Richardson
49  Aftermath  • Meg Stout
55  this town is roadkill fed on by crows  • Doug Ramspeck
55  The Wayward Brother  • Christopher Breen Murray
63  When the First Love of the One You Love Dies  • Debra Marquart
75  Ode to Xeriscaping  • Perry Janes
75  Palinode  • Perry Janes
76  Offshore of Rikuzentakat  • Naoko Fujimoto
94  How to Dream  • Kwame Dawes